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Everyone in Orbit
..................

The Thomas family and their world can all be related to space. As they await 
the Challenger launch, the siblings all think deeply about the world beyond 
Earth. Bird talks about how her family members are all spinning around each 

other. Who are they all orbiting? Choose one of the Thomas siblings: Fitch, Bird, 
or Cash. Place them at the center of the solar system below. In the ring closest 

to them, put the most important people to them. As the rings of orbit push 
further out, keep adding characters from the book. Place the people most 

important closer to the center and least important as you go. What does life 
look beyond the Thomas family?

Thomas
sibling:
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A Brief History of Space Travel
..................

The Challenger was hoping to break records in space travel. Americans were 
eager to send astronauts into space. People were eager to know what was 

out there in the universe and beyond. The Challenger was not the first space 
mission. In America and around the world, people were looking to the skies. As 
a group, you will construct a timeline of space exploration. You can focus on 
American or international missions. Research to find major events of missions. 
Place them in order on the timeline below. What do you notice? What do you 

wonder? Our next space mission may be closer than you think!
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Do you have what it takes for the next space mission? Could you be on a 
space station for years? Bird and her peers study the crew of the Challenger. 
Why do you think they were chosen for the mission? What must an astronaut 

have to go into space? On the outline below, record traits of an astronaut. 
Put their skills—like math—on the outside of their uniform. Personality traits—
like bravery—will be written inside. Aim to have at least 10 things that make 

astronauts stand out. Will you be next?

Traits of an Astronaut
..................

Personality
Traits

Skills Skills

Other



We Dream of Space – Gr. 5-6
•
• RSL.5.1 Quote accurately from a text when explaining what the text says explicitly and when drawing inferences from the text. 
• RSL.5.2 Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem from details in the text, including how characters in a story or drama respond to challenges or how 

the speaker in a poem reflects upon a topic; summarize the text. 
• RSL.5.3 Compare and contrast two or more characters, se?ngs, or events in a story or drama, drawing on specific details in the text. 
• RSL.5.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including figuraBve language such as metaphors and similes. 
• RSL.5.5 Explain how a series of chapters, scenes, or stanzas fits together to provide the overall structure of a parBcular story, drama, or poem. 
• RSL.5.6 Describe how a narrator’s or speaker’s point of view influences how events are described. 
• RSL.5.9 Compare and contrast stories in the same genre on their approaches to similar themes and topics. 
• RSL.5.10 By the end of the year read and comprehend literature, including stories, dramas, and poetry, at the high end of the grades 4–5 text complexity 

band independently and proficiently. 
• RSL.6.1 Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text. 
• RSL.6.2 Determine a theme or central idea of a text and how it is conveyed through parBcular details; provide a summary of the text disBnct from personal 

opinions or judgments. 
• RSL.6.3 Describe how a parBcular story’s or drama’s plot unfolds in a series of episodes as well as how the characters respond or change as the plot moves 

toward a resoluBon. 
• RSL.6.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including figuraBve and connotaBve meanings; analyze the impact of a 

specific word choice on meaning and tone. 
• RSL.6.5 Analyze how a parBcular sentence, chapter, scene, or stanza fits into the overall structure of a text and contributes to the development of the 

theme, se?ng, or plot. 
• RSL.6.6 Explain how an author develops the point of view of the narrator or speaker in a text. 
• RSL.6.10 By the end of the year read and comprehend literature, including stories, dramas, and poems, in the grades 6–8 text complexity band proficiently, 

with scaffolding as needed at the high end of the range. 
• RSFS.5.3 Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words. A) Use combined knowledge of all leRer-sound correspondences, 

syllabicaBon paRerns, and morphology to read accurately unfamiliar mulBsyllabic words in context and out of context. 
• RSFS.5.4 Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension. A) Read grade-level text with purpose and understanding. B) Read grade-

level prose and poetry orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression on successive readings. C) Use context to confirm or self-correct word 
recogniBon and understanding, rereading as necessary. 

• WS.5.1 Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporBng a point of view with reasons and informaBon. A) Introduce a topic or text clearly, state an 
opinion, and create an organizaBonal structure in which ideas are logically grouped to support the writer’s purpose. B) Provide logically ordered reasons 
that are supported by facts and details. C) Link opinion and reasons using words, phrases, and clauses. D) Provide a concluding statement or secBon related 
to the opinion presented. 

• WS.5.2 Write informaBve/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and informaBon clearly. A) Introduce a topic clearly, provide a general 
observaBon and focus, and group related informaBon logically; include forma?ng, illustraBons, and mulBmedia when useful to aiding comprehension.  
B) Develop the topic with facts, definiBons, concrete details, quotaBons, or other informaBon and examples related to the topic. C) Link ideas within and 
across categories of informaBon using words, phrases, and clauses. D) Use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary to inform about or explain the 
topic. E) Provide a concluding statement or secBon related to the informaBon or explanaBon presented. 

• WS.5.3 Write narraBves to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effecBve technique, descripBve details, and clear event sequences.  
Orient the reader by establishing a situaBon and introducing a narrator and/or characters; organize an event sequence that unfolds naturally. B) Use 
narraBve techniques, such as dialogue, descripBon, and pacing, to develop experiences and events or show the responses of characters to situaBons. C) 
Use a variety of transiBonal words, phrases, and clauses to manage the sequence of events. D) Use concrete words and phrases and sensory details to 
convey experiences and events precisely. E) Provide a conclusion that follows from the narrated experiences or events. 

• WS.5.4 Produce clear and coherent wriBng in which the development and organizaBon are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience. 
• WS.5.7 Conduct short research projects that use several sources to build knowledge through invesBgaBon of different aspects of a topic. 
• WS.5.8 Recall relevant informaBon from experiences or gather relevant informaBon from print and digital sources; summarize or paraphrase informaBon in 

notes and finished work, and provide a list of sources. 
• WS.5.9 Recall relevant informaBon from experiences or gather relevant informaBon from print and digital sources; summarize or paraphrase informaBon in 

notes and finished work, and provide a list of sources. 
• WS.6.1 Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant evidence. A) Introduce claim(s) and organize the reasons and evidence clearly. 

B) Support claim(s) with clear reasons and relevant evidence, using credible sources and demonstraBng an understanding of the topic or text. C) Use 
words, phrases, and clauses to clarify the relaBonships among claim(s) and reasons. D) Establish and maintain a formal style. E) Provide a concluding 
statement or secBon that follows from the argument presented. 

• WS.6.2 Write informaBve/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas, concepts, and informaBon through the selecBon, organizaBon, and 
analysis of relevant content. A) Introduce a topic; organize ideas, concepts, and informaBon, using strategies such as definiBon, classificaBon, comparison/
contrast, and cause/effect; include forma?ng, graphics, and mulBmedia when useful to aiding comprehension. B) Develop the topic with relevant facts, 
definiBons, concrete details, quotaBons, or other informaBon and examples. C) Use appropriate transiBons to clarify the relaBonships among ideas and 
concepts. D) Use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary to inform about or explain the topic. E) Establish and maintain a formal style. F) Provide 
a concluding statement or secBon that follows from the informaBon or explanaBon presented. 

• WS.6.3 Write narraBves to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effecBve technique, relevant descripBve details, and well-structured event 
sequences. A) Engage and orient the reader by establishing a context and introducing a narrator and/or characters; organize an event sequence that 
unfolds naturally and logically. B) Use narraBve techniques, such as dialogue, pacing, and descripBon, to develop experiences, events, and/or characters. C) 
Use a variety of transiBon words, phrases, and clauses to convey sequence and signal shi_s from one Bme frame or se?ng to another. D) Use precise 
words and phrases, relevant descripBve details, and sensory language to convey experiences and events. E) Provide a conclusion that follows from the 
narrated experiences or events. 

• WS.6.4 Produce clear and coherent wriBng in which the development, organizaBon, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience. 
• WS.6.7 Conduct short research projects to answer a quesBon, drawing on several sources and refocusing the inquiry when appropriate. 
• WS.6.8 Gather relevant informaBon from mulBple print and digital sources; assess the credibility of each source; and quote or paraphrase the data and 

conclusions of others while avoiding plagiarism and providing basic bibliographic informaBon for sources. 
• WS.6.9 Draw evidence from literary or informaBonal texts to support analysis, reflecBon, and research. A) Apply grade 6 Reading standards to literature.  

B) Apply grade 6 Reading standards to literary nonficBon.
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